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Rocky avoids party problems
WASHINGTON (AP) •• Vice
President Nelson Rockefeller said
yesterday he withdrew from President
Ford's 1976 ticket to spa'e Ford from
Republican "Party squabbles" that
were complicating his campaign
against the impending challenge from
Ronald Reagan.
Rockefeller told a nationally
broadcast news conference that Ford
is "my candidate" for 1976 but
indicated he disagrees with the
assessment by the President's
campaign managers that his presence
on the ticket would damage Ford.
Three times in the half-hour session.
Rockefeller refused to rule out the
prospect he would seek the presidency
if Ford's campaign falters in the early
1976 primaries. He called that
possibility "speculation I have not
made."

Nelson Rockefeller

"I HAVE no plans beyond this press
conference," he said.
Rockefeller said that policy
disagreements with Ford "were not
the basic elements" in the decision to
withdraw which he disclosed in a letter
to Ford Monday.
But he indicated some disapproval
with the President's increasingly
conservative course by declaring the
best way for the GOP to be effective is

"in the center" of the political
spectrum.
The 67-year-old Rockefeller said
that when he accepted the vice
presidency, "I didn't come down to
get caught up in party squabbles,
which only make it more difficult for
the President in a very difficult time.
"I came here to help him and not
complicate his life," Rockefeller
added.
The problem, he said, "first began
to come up in sharp focus" when
Howard "Bo" Callaway, the
President's campaign manager, told
reporters that he was having difficulty
winning conservative backing for Ford
because of Rockefeller and that many
Republicans thought the President
should have a younger running mate.
ALTHOUGH HE said conservatives
constitute only "a minority of a
minority," Rockefeller acknowledged
their opposition was "exactly the
reason" for. his decision to withdraw.
"The only way I could take the
issue out--which was me-was to write
the letter." he said, making clear Ford
made no effort to persuade him to
stay.
However, he noted that on a recent
trip to South Carolina, 750 guests
showed up at a reception where 250
had been expected and "that's the

Calendar complaints discussed
By Miry Higguv.
Staff Reporter
More than 40 students met
yesterday with University Provost
Kenneth Rothe and Dr. Richard
Eakin. vice provost for student affairs,
to express their dissatisfaction with
Academic Council's recent decision to
adopt an academic calendar with a
five-week break in December.
Veterans, commuters, international
students and Student Assembly
members met for about two hours
with the two administrators to protest
the approval of a calendar which
would have fall quarter begin Sept. 13
and end Nov. 25 with a five-week
break until the start of winter quarter
Jan. 3.
The students said their main reason
for disapproving of the calendar was
that it limited student opportunities in
the job market.
By starting fall quarter on Sept. 13.
students with full-time summer jobs
would be prevented from working at
least one additional week at the end of
the summer, according to, Robert
Wolf, representative from the Student
Arbitration Appeals Board.
Wolf said that most students find it
nearly impossible to get full-time jobs
during December so they could not
make up the lost week of full-time
summer work during the holiday
break.
He said that the loss of a full work
week would force students to increase
the number of hours they work on
their part-time job while at the
University.
•THB WOULD mean there would

be harm to money matters and harm
from lower grades." Wolf -aid
Rohan Champion, spokesman for
the international students, explained
thai they would be affected by the
calendar proposal regarding their visas
as well as their living accommodations
during the longer break.
"Most international students have a
visa which will only allow them to
work on campus-not off campus. For
these people the five week break
would leave them with no way to earn
money," he said.
Another aspect of the international
students' plight is that during breaks
they either must stay with friends who
have apartments in town or find
families to stay with, he added.
"Five weeks would be a big
imposition on friends." he said.
He also emphasized that the time
taken away from summer employment
would hurt international students
financially.
DALE STYLINSKl. Veterans
Administration representative here,
said that veterans would suffer
financial losses with a five-week break.
He explained that the government
pays benefits to veterans during breaks
provided that those breaks do not
exceed 30 days.
A veteran with a wife would stand
to lose about $400 during a five-week
break, he explained.
Douglas Burns, a member of the
student veterans' association on
campus, explained that the main
reaction of a number of veterans was
that many would have to drop out of
school fall quarter in oru'er to find jobs
and then return for winter quarter.
"From what I understand about
state funding, the University would
lose money from the state if these

House panel ready to vote
on bill to extend tax cuts
WASHINGTON (AP)-The House
Ways and Means Committee headed
toward final votes yesterday on a bill
which would extend most of this
year's itiultibillion-dollar tax cuts into
11 the years ahead.
The legislation lacked a federal
spending lid that President Ford listed
as a condition for approving
congressional plans for continuing
1975's tax cuts into the future.
The bill's chief tax-cut item for
individuals involves a $12.7 billion
)rian for extending some 1975 personal
income tax cuts into 1976, amounting
to an added $2.6 billion tax cut next
year compared to this year.
The cuts are achieved by making
permanent the 1975 law's temporary
hikes in minimum and maximum
standard deductions and by creating.
only for 1976. a new tax-credit of two
per cent of the first $12,000 of annual
taxable income.
FOR A TAXPAYER, a tax credit is
more valuable than a tax deduction. A
credit is subtracted from whatever
taxes otherwise would be owed to the
I government

A deduction is subtracted from the
individual's income in figuring exactly
how much of it actually is taxable.
Under the bill, as an example, a
single taxpayer with adjusted gross
income of $15,000 who paid $2,549
in 1974 taxes and $2,519 in 1975
taxes would pay $2,315 i.i 1976 taxes,
assuming deductible personal expenses
of 17 per cent of income.
For businesses, the bill continues
through 1980 an increased investment
tax credit to 10 per cent for all firms
so they can subtract directly from
taxes owed a part of their investment
in machinery and equipment. The
1975 law did this for 1975 and 1976.
Also for businesses, the bill extends
through 1977 a temporary corporate
tax rate adjustment which reduced
corporate taxes in 1975.
The bill also puts curbs on so-called
tax shelters, and overhauls what is
known as a minimum tax on the rich.
Republicans repeatedly denounced
the missing link to a spending ceiling.
Democratic conservatives attacked the
package's tax-revision i!;ms as loo
tough. Democratic liberals said those
same tax-revision items were weak.

students did not return in the fall." he
said.
Dr Rothe said this was true.
Dr. Eakin suggested that perhaps
the Veterans" Administration could
adapt to the University rather than die
University planning around it.
There were two main reasons for
considering a calendar change. Dr.
Eakin said. One was possible energy
savings and the other was the
elimination of the "lame-duck session
following I lie 'thanksgiving bicak."
Dr. Rothe explained that there were
some potential advantages to
Academic Council's proposal in the
area of flexibility in programming.
"Presently we put the learning
experience into three 10-week
sessions." Dr. Rothe said. But many
universities have been experimenting
with mini-semesters between fall and
winter, he added. These mini-semesters
have included internships and
individual-intensive study.
From the faculty perspective. Dr.
Rothe said that the longer break over
winter would give the faculty a chance
to catch their breath and begin
preparation for the next quarter.
However, he added that the new
calendar said nothing to expand the
week-long break between winter and
spring quarters.
IN A POLL, taken by the News last
year. Dr. Rothe said that seven per
cent of about 1,800 respondants were
in favor of switching to a semester
system.
He said the state presently has
certain constraints which makes an
"early-in-early-out" calendar
impossible. The only way this could be
accomplished would be to split winter
quarter with a break the last two
weeks in December.

Dr. Rothe said (his would hinder
students' transferability among state
institutions and is against the state
requirements.

kind of reaction I'm getting around
the country."
When asked if he would campaign
next year for Ford, Rockefeller said
that was barred under the federal
campaign law but indicated he would
continue his appearances boosting

Ford at functions around the nation.
White House Press Secretary Ron
Nesscn said later Rockefeller "told the
President he will campaign for him"
and will appear at GOP events where
his expenses are paid for by the
President Ford Committee.

Concert to be held
despite complications
By James Sluzewski
Makeup Editor
The David Crosby-Graham Nash
concert, sponsored by the Union
Activities Organization (UAO). will
go on as promised Thursday night,
despite last-minute complications
involving Anderson Arena, the
event's scheduled location.
According to Dr. Sheldon Halpern,
vice provost for faculty affairs, the
concert was scheduled for times
normally alloted to physical
education (HPE) classes as well as
basketball and wrestling practice. He
said the concert contract was signed
without making provisions for
relocation of those classes.
Dr. Halpern said the problem was
caused by "a breakdown in
communication and a lack of clear
operating procedures."
IN AN ATTEMPT to solve the
time conflict over the arena. Dr.

Halpern held a meeting Wednesday
afternoon with Richard Sloner,
director of the University Union,
physical education department
officials, representatives of the
operations office and others.
The group concluded that
although classes should come first.
University contracts must be
honored. Dr. Halpern said.
He said the officials in attendance
decided to let the show go on and
reschedule or relocate the HPE
classes "with as little disruption as
possible to the students." Dr.
Halpern added that extra personnel
would be working to prepare the
arena for the concert in the least
possible time so that a minimum of
classes would be upset.
Another meeting will he scheduled
in the near future to analyze the
concert situation and establish a
clear-cut set of procedures to follow
before signing other contracts,
according to Or. Halprin.

Pay schedule revamped
By Pat Thomas
Staff Reporter
Approval of a new student-employe
classification and pay system and a
resolution to proceed with plans for a
University recreation center were given
the green light at yesterday's Board of
Trustees meeting.
The revised student-employe
classification and pay plan, which goes
into effect Dec. 29, provides for a
point method of classifying and
evaluating student University jobs.
A six-step pay range with provisions
for longevity and merit raises for
students was established by the
trustees. Hourly pay increases will be
given to students for every 800 hours
of work which they accumulate in a
given job.
MERIT RAISES of 10 cents an
hour can be requested by student
employes with verification by a
supervisor and budget administrator.
Approval of merit raises is
contingent upon previous experience
or demonstrated performance.
A student employe can be
recommended for a merit raise after
the completion of three months of
work.
The board passes a resolution
authorizing the selection of an
architect for and the development of
cost estimates and methods of
financing a new recitation center. It
also commended members of the

Swingers

Recreational Facilities Committee for
their interest and work in the
development, of the recreation center
program.
University President Hollis Moore
Jr. reported to the board that there
would be no increase in instructional
fees winter quarter.
He said a projected deficit of
$400,000 in the 1975-76 University
budget was due to a reduction in state
instructional subsidies, Governor
James Rhodes' two per cent cut in
state agency funds and institutional
appropriations and the additional costs
resulting from the civil service pay bill
(House Bill 1SS).
TO PREVENT the increase of
winter quarter fees, Dr. Moore said the
following provisions have been
instituted to help meet the deficit.
- a freeze on creation of new
full-time faculty and staff positions.
- a freeze on replacement of
vacancies except as authorized by a
newly appointed Committee of
Personnel Review.
- a freeze on replacement of
graduate assistantship and fellowship
vacancies, except those needed to fill
dear-cut instructional needs.
- the continuation of review and
control of expenditures, such as
energy costs, by department heads.
Dr. Moore added that it may
become necessary by spring quarter to
recommend an instructional fee

increase to meet the projected deficit.
Allocation of $40,000 for the
addition of 144 parking spaces in Lot
12 (north of the University Health
Center) was approved by the board.
The additional spaces will he
constructed to meet the expected loss
of parking spaces in Lot 4 (property
rented from the Heinz Co.) and to
accommodate an increase in the
number of on-campus cars.
ALLOCATIONS totaling $48,700
were approved by the trustees for
repair and improvement of dormitory
facilities as well as for building
equipment replacement and
renovations.
Included in these allocations is the
construction of entrance ramps to the
Dining Hall, Moseley Hall and the
building housing WBGU-TV.
A change in the University housing
policy also was approved by the
Board. The revised policy slates that
students are required to live in
University-owned housing units until
90 earned hours and/or six quarters of
campus residency have been attained.
The policy formerly stated that a
student must have attained junior class
standing before moving off-campus.
The revised policy also states that a
student must be in compliance with
University housing regulations before
requesting exemption from these
regulations.

Students get dizzied for a good cause during the
Cancer Society Swingathon held this week in the
Union Oval. (Newsphoto by Ed Suba)
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epiTGRiaLS
student employment
status heightened
The concept of student employment on campus will receive added
sophistication and credibility as a result of a new student-employe
classification and pay plan which was adopted by the Board of
Trustees yesterday. The plan, which will go into effect Dec. 29, was
proposed by the Office of Student Employment and is positive
action for University students and employers
The plan will simplify the classification and payment of student
employes. There will be only seven occupational categories, five pay
ranges and six steps for pay increases, which will mean fewer
classification titles, less confusion for student employes and less
confusion for student employers and the Student Employment
Office.
Since the plan is based on job descriptions and work factors, a
more equitable means of pay rates and pay raises will result.
The plan is commendable because students and employers finally
can discover how pay rates are established.
Another advantage to the new system is that it easily will be
implemented within the existing system.
Student employes for the first time will receive longevity and
merit increases, thus increasing income for working students.
It is gratifying to see the administration working for the overall
enhancement of student employment on campus. Similar action
should be applied to other student related areas, thereby advancing
student status throughout the University.

great gilded gobbler
WASHINCTON-Raymond Mason is
«n implausible type to be a tycoon.
His turkey gobbler neck and head
arrangement arise out of his suit of
expensive material but indifferent cut
in awkward unprepossessiveness. His
speech is a soft. Southern-scented
gobble and it is with quiet braggadocio
he tells you about his friend J, Paul
Getty, and how he and his other
friend, financier Edward Ball, were
over in England commiserating with
Getty, who would apparently like to
come home to America but is afraid to
make the plane trip.
As to why Mr. Getty doesn't buy
himself an ocean liner and sail home.
Mason says the old boy is nervous
about the water too.
Without trying to ascertain how the
aged billionaire got himself marooned
in England, it ought to be noted that
Raymond Mason, son of a
Jacksonville, Fla„ lumber dealer, does
in fact know the oil-powerful of this
world. The Shah of Iran has been his
house guest at his Epping Forest estate
which, it has been suggested, his ole
buddy. Mr. Ball, unloaded on him for
about three million fish or
significantly more than the place is
worth.

hoo ver ediface mars
WASHINGTON - The new J. Edgar
Hoover Building has been christened
and, to a traveler returning from
abroad, its presence leaves a bad taste
that exceeds the architectural podr
taste already complained of by
devotees of good design.
What disheartens this observer is
that, here in the heart of the capital of
America, the dominant edifice on
Pennsylvania Avenue is not a
celebration of the spirit of free men
but a depressing monument to secrecy
and surveillance.
Don'I misunderstand. I am not
denigrating the FBI or the need for a
federal investigative agency to
undcrgird the law-enforcement duties
of stale and local authorities.
But ihcre is something within dial
cries oul againsl the sight of Ihis
. overpowering brutal structure midway
: between the (I. S. Capitol and the
White House. After 200 years, did we
have lo come 10 this''
TO BE SURE both Congress and a
succession of presidents look par! in
the decision. Not to menlion Hoover.
For 11 of a dozen years it took to
design and ereel the FBI's new
headquarters, both Ihe House of the
People and the House of the President
trembled in awe of the former FBI
director.
Presidents Kennedy, Johnson and
Nixon assiduously catered to his
whims more times than not, despite
some fitful and mainly unsuccessful
aitempts al reminding him that his
agency was not a private fiefdom.
The lawmakers on Capilol Hill were
no more inclined than presidents to
cross Hoover.
There was always a suspicion that
he kept their raw files conveniently
near his desk in the Justice
Department building ■■ a suspicion just
recently (urned into hard fact by
admissions and investigations of
intelligence activity in these
post-Watergate days.
Hoover insisted llial "his" building
had lo be downtown, not lucked away
in neaiby Maryland or Virginia like Ihe
CIA and other sleulhing agencies. Not
thai ihe FBI would he any less
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efficient outside Ihe District of
Columbia. After all, the CIA has
amply demons! rated its ability to
engage worldwide in all sorts of
clandestine and sometimes illegal
activity from its headquarters in Ihe
scenic countryside of Langlcy.
Virginia.
NO. HOOVER wanted his edifice to
be handy to the Justice Department
and near his existing FBI suite so he
could keep an eye on Ihe construction.
And it does nol boggle Ihe
imagination lo understand that he also
wanted ihe new building lo be smack
in the middle of Pennsylvania Avenue
so visiting tourists, federal officials,
and newly-inaugurated presidents
would be visibly reminded of the
brooding presence of Ihe FBI.
All this is too laic to change now.
The deed is done. We will simply have
to live with this thick-walled
11 - story concrete fortress, Ihe
massive columns thai stately elevate it
above street level, the banks of
recessed windows reminiscent of
cannon slits in some European castle,
the central paved courtyard for
herding ihe common folk until they
arc cleared for ingress. About the only
security features lacking are a

water-filled moat and a chain-operaied
drawbridge.
There are some good things lo be
said about its interior. There is ample
parking space deep undeiground. The
lighting is reputed to be the latest in
office design; nol a scrap of paper
should fall unnoticed to the floor.
Files can be silently summoned at the
push of a button. Electronic eyes scan
Ihe corridors. The noise of the street,
any sounds from the populace, have
been carefully filtered oul. It is. as
they would say in CIA parlance, a
"safe house."
Moreover, we have been assured by
Ihe General Services Adminislration
that our pocketbooks will stand the
raid.

MASON, WHO is chairman,
president and chief executive officer
of the Charter Co., an international
conglomerate with sales in excess of
SI billion, has recently gained another
distinction. The November issue of
Fortune magazine, a publication nol
given to rough handling of the very
rich, has savaged him in an article lhal
might have been written by the vilest
of political left-handers (see
"Raymond Mason Needs More than
Optimism Now," by Rush Loving Jr.).
Mason says he hasn't read the piece
and doesn't plan to, bul his wife.
Minerva, has and didn't cotton to the
part describing her getting up at 5:30
every morning lo serve Raymondo. II
Magnifico, his breakfast in bed.
Raymond says she does il because
she likes to, and I guess she must
because a man who owns a Grumman
Gulfstream II jel (al Mr. Geliy's
disposal, should he care to return to
his native land) must be loose enough
with a buck to pop for someone to
perform these chores.
According lo Loving, dinner parlies
for close friends end al Mason's when
the host flickers the dining room lights
at 10:30 so thai he can rest up for
Minerva's matinal riles. Given the
gilded gobbler's penchant for claiming
the close friendship of the oil-might ics.
one can imagine him saying, "OK. Mr.
Shah, off the Peacock throne and
beddy-bye for you."
Raymond's disembowling by
Fortune isn'l primarily based on his
domestic routine bul on Ihe way
Mason runs Charier Co.

AFTER GIVING HIM credit for the
initial success in pulling Ihe
conglomerate together, the magazine
asserls lhat not only have the firm's
recent acquisitions been ill-advised bul
thai its boss doesn't know how lo run
the constituent firms which Charter
controls.
This has frequently been ihe case
wilh conglomerates. The calculation
and cunning il takes to acquire have
nothing lo do with the skills needed lo
run a profitable, not to mention a
socially useful enterprise, although
Fortune's charge lhal Mason "barely
knows many of Ihe company's key
operating executives" would, if true,
make Charier an unusually badly
managed conglomerate.
It is impossible for a few
headquarters executives to have
operating competence in dozens of
umelc.iicJ fields of business. Thai's
why mumbles were mumbled when
Charter, which had been concentrated
in real estate, building, oil and
banking, was taken into publishing
with the purchase of Downe
Communications, which puts out
Family Weekly, Ladies' Home Journal
and Sport.
In reply to the accusation lhal he'd
spent over SIO million to buy control
of Downe, a company lhat has lost
$13 million in the lasi five years.
Mason says, "The magazines don't lose
money, it's Ihe company lhal does."
implying lhal proper management will
turn Ihe picture around.
The fact lhal Charier is carrying a
heavy debl load, that ils oil subsidiary
has been ils only big winner of late
doesn't faze Mason. All will be peaches
and cream, profits and liquidity ere
long, he says: and maybe il will, but
even Ihe best run of conglomerates is a
questionable proposition.
NEVER MIND how smelly its
politics, the ITT conglomerate under
llarold Geneen has long enjoyed a
reputation for being exceptionally

well-managed. Nevertheless ITT has
had a terrible lime with Hartford
Insurance, which with Dila Beard, the
CIA rag-tags and a government red wig
subsidy, it acquired al huge financial, |
and public relations cosls.
Had ITT chairman Geneen known
more about the insurance business, he
probably would never have bough I
Hartford.
As il was, he did and was so
ignorant of its complexities thai he
had lo learn from a reporter during an
interview that Hartford had piled up a
$100 million underwriting loss thai,|
nobody at ITT headquarters knew'
about.
The great trusts built al the
beginning of the century were put
together on the basis of a rational, if
not necessarily correct economic
hypothesis thai a large firm, dominating a cetain industry, would
be more stable, more efficient, m<ye.|
profitable and more able to borrow
money for technological innovation
That is why J.P. Morgan created U.S'.
Steel.
The only thing that can be said on
behalf of the conglomerate is that by
diversifying into many areas the
mother company may be in better
shape to ride out economic
downturns. A few conglomerates have,
made lhat theory look good, but did
Ihey do it through skill or dumb luck0 i
On the other hand, suffering from
bad management plus the debt and
watered slock needed for buying up
subsidiary companies, a conglomerate
isn't going to do very well in boom, or
bust. We shall skip over the indirect
costs to ihe rest of us in the saincj
society as too depressing lo calculate.
Anyhow. Mr. Getty, swallow your I
Dramamine like a good littlcl
billionaire and fly over lo Epping I
Forest with the other biggies,!
Raymondo. II Magnifico. will flick Jiis|
Bic for you.
Copyright, 1975, The Washington Posl|
King Features Syndicate

DOLLAR-WISE, the $l26-million
building is the most expensive ever
built. But. it's said, that's figuring il in
"cheap dollars of today." The
Rayburn House office building on
Capilol Hill, built for $122 million
with good old 1965 dollars, is reported
lo be the leader in this category.
Parenthetically, it's worth musing as
to why the Iwo ugliest buildings are
Ihe most costly, but that's another
story.
What distresses is that from now on,
every loyal citizen, every school child,
and every foreign visitor - whether a
Solzhenitsyn or a Brezhnev - cannot
traverse America's main street without
passing through the shadows of Fort
FBI.
Thai is scarcely an inspirational way
of reminding ourselves and others of
what America is all about. Or is il?
Copyright, 1975, Universal
Syndicate/Detroit News

Press

'THEY VKXfT ALLOW US TO JOIN HERE — LET'S GO CVER To THE LITTLE LEAGUE AND SEE IF

THEYLLLETUS IN THERE V

Lerrers
stay spirited
Oranges need both rain and
sunshine to become ripe, juicy and
well-rounded.
Our Falcons will probably receive
alot of flack about (heir performance
in Saturday's football game against
Ball Slate. All too often people look at
the dark, rainy side of an event, while
ignoring the bright, sunny
achievements that were also
accomplished.
School spirit should be carried
through all kinds of days. So next time
you sit down with your buddies lo
discuss the game, try to remember that
we would nol have missed ihe field
goal without first getting the ball all
the way down the field.
Falcons: stay spirited-we will!
Jennifer Cross
Kay Mollwitz
229 McDonald West

the time
has come
On Saturday afternoon, Oct. 25, t
crowd of 24,000 plus spectators saw
an outstanding defensive effort by the
Bowling Green football team.
After a fast start, where running and
passing were used effectively to score
10 points, Coach Nehlen became
conservative with stellar running back

Dan Saleei on the bench, the offensive
unit fumbled twice, once on a
quarterback sneak, allowing Miami lo
lie the game at halftime.
Granted, a lucky play aided Miami's
touchdown but the play was called on
fourth down and could nol be termed
conservative.
In Ihe 1969 Key (yearbook). Don
Nehlen was described as a dynamic,
driving, innovative coach who brought
Ihe pass to BG. Offensive innovation
in the second half consisted of three
plays and punt.
TIME AND again, the defense was
called upon to hold Miami. From the
1971 Key, it seemed the only guys on
the field for Bowling Green were the
defensive players.
Don Nehlen stated except for three
plays, Bowling Green was a great
football team and stuck to iheir game
plan.
A great football team and game plan
which rushed for 31 yards in the
second half. A great football team who
overlooked the pass until the final two
minutes of the game. On fourth and
one, BG elected to go for a field goal,
missed after a delay of game penalty.
On fourth and three Miami went for
the first down and came away with a
touchdown. That sounds like
innovation.
After eight years here, Don Nehlen
has not captured a MAC crown
although being among the favorites a
couple of those years.

Whether being called the Falcons.
Ihe Fighting Falcons or the Orange,
outstanding defense and an
inconsistent offense have been the
mark of BG football under Nehlen.
Upperclassmen. freshmen, alumni and
townspeople were there lo witness the
Orange play. Nothing new was seen.
The time has come for a dynamic,
driving, innovative new coach.
Bob Huber
122 Sand Ridge Rd.

short end
The recent decision by the
Academic Council to change ihe
academic calendar for next year lias
left me disturbed.
By moving the opening date to
Monday. Sept. 13, 1976 the University
is going to cause me to lose
approximately S140 in wages. This
money would have just about bought
my books and class supplies for the
entire 1976-77 school year.
Even a presentation by Robert
McGeein, the coordinator of facilities
planning, who said, that no
appreciable energy curtailment or fuel
savings would be made by the change,
failed to alter the council.
THE FIVE WEEK break might be
an advantage for those students
engaged in winter quarter internships,
or the student teacher projects which
begin in the fall, but what about those

of us who are psying our own way
through college, and have to make
every cent we can?
It might be said lhat the five week
break would make for a nice long job
over Christmas, but who is the lucky
person who can find a five week job0 I
applied in nine stores (retail type) over
the three day weekend, and all but one
told me that ihey needed no help;
they simply gave their current
part-time help expanded hours. The
other store said ihey wouldn't know
until December.
I find nothing amusing about
watching television for five weeks
straight at the end of November and
into December. Also ihe fact that we
do not get out any earlier than normal
for summer break in' 1977, adds to ihe
fact that once again many students are
on the short end of the system.
Here's hoping thai Dr. Moore and
Ihe Board of Trustees do not approve
of the action taken by the Academic
Board.
Rick Miller
268 Rodgers

entertainment
To the students, faculty and staff of
BGSU:
All UAO campus movies are open to
students, faculty and staff with ID

cards on a first-come, first-served basis I
Both the Main Auditorium and 21C|
Math-Science have legal capactlie>,
which are set by ihe Ohm Stalel
Building Code. We are committed lol
observing those limits or we will loscl
Ihe use of those facilities. The fegaf
capacity for 210 Malh-Science is 280 I
Main Auditorium capacity.: i |
"approximately 550 seats.
When as many people are In tin I
theater as state law permits. Ihe show I
is then "sold out". This means tha) n< |
one else is allowed in the theater. I
i

IN ORDER TO handle ihe capacity!
problem as fairly as possible, ticket f
are sold or distributed free in advanol
of each show. Tickets go on isaltj
approximately 45 minutes before- thtl
first show of Ihe night. Tickets foe tha|
remaining shows go on sale as soaoi a
ihe preceding show has begun. Ticket:1
for both shows of a double feattin I
may be obtained before the first show '
Plan on arriving early to ayoir,
disappointment. Of the 44 shows sc
far this year. 11 have been sold out
State law forbids smoking in! al |
theaters. University rule prohibit
bringing any food or beverages iit
the Main Auditorium.
I hope lhat this advice can helpjyo
avoid any disappointments in : th. j
future. After all, the campus movie |
are meant for good entenainmeniiafir
-not disappointments.
■

Dan Wad-1
UAO Campus Movie Chairtnai J

S

j
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local briefs
Breakfasts
The fitsl in a series of administrative breakfasts this
year is set for 7:45 a.m. - 8:45 a.m. Thursday in the
Pheasant Room • Union. Dr. Richard Eakin, vice provost
for student affairs, will serve as host.
A signup sheet is in the Union Activities Organization
(UAO) office this week. Fifteen students will be
accepted on a first-come, first-serve basis.
The breakfasts, sponsored by the News and Views
Lecture Committee of UAO. are free and open to the
student body.

Holiday
Tuesday (Veterans Day) is a legal holiday recognized
by the state of Ohio and the University. Classes are not
scheduled to meet and only those University activities
deemed absolutely essential by area supervisors will
operate that day. according to John Hayes, director of
personnel services.
The University Bookstore will be closed Tuesday in
observance oi' the holidj>

Registration
The Registrar's office has extended the deadline for
return of registration cards until Monday.

Concert
Internationally known German organist Herbert
Manfred Hoffmann "ill present .i public concert at 8
tonight, in the Recital Hall. Musical Aits Bldg.
Hoffmann is cantoi ol the hmmaus-Kirche in
Frankfurt and conductoi of the Frankfurt Kantalen
Kreis. One of Germany's leading exponents of Max
Regei's works, Holltnann lias been director of the
annual Max Reger-Tuce since I'loo l«>ttiiuim"s program
will include selections by Reger, Bach, Prokofiev and
Bruhns

String concert
The University's internationally -acclaimed String
Quartet will present it1, first concert of (he season at 8
p.m. Sunday ui the Recital Hall, Musical Arts Bldg. The
concert is free 10 the public.

Art display
An exhibit and sale of nearl> 600 original an prints
from the Ferdinand Roten Galleries .>i Baltimore, Md.. is
set for 1 a.m. - 4 p.m. today in the wesl corridor of the
Fine Arts Building.
The exhibit will present prims by Picasso. Goya and
Renoir, as well as today's American artists. A Roten
representative will be available to answer questions. The
display is open to the public

GREEN MILL
ROLLER RINK

Voters approve
relaxed pot laws
By Carl Remensky
Managing Editor
Voters in Oxford, the home of Miami University (MU).
approved ordinances Tuesday which decriminalized
possession of small amounts of marijuana and liberalized
liquor laws.
Two other issues which also would have loosened up
Oxford's "dry town" status were defeated.
The marijuana ordinance is similar to the Ann Arbor.
Mich, city ordinance which sets a SS fine as the penalty for
possession of small amounts of pot.
JOHN WILLIAMSON, student body president at MU.
said voters had four liquor options open to them:
1) To permit "high" beer, wine and pre-packaged mixed
drinks (with an alcohol content under 20 per cent) to be
sold in carry out stores.
2) To permit the sale of "high" beer, wine and
pre-packaged mixed drinks to be sold in restaurants and
taverns.
3) To permit the sale of liquor with alcohol content over
20 per cent to be sold in restaurants and taverns.
4) To permit the establishment of a state liquoi store in
Oxford.

Issues one and lour were passed by large margins, as was
the marijuana ordinance
"IT'S EVIDENT that the student vote played a major
role in the outcome of the election." Williamson, a senior,
said.
He estimated that 3.700 MU students were registered to
vote, but said he had no figures on how many actually did
vote. He added that there was a drive to get students 10
vote.
"The drive to get students to turn out was not just for
the marijuana and liquor issues but for all the issues in the
election." Williamson explained.
He said the reason that two of the liquor amendments
were rejected was because voters wanted to preserve
Oxford's image as a quiet college town.
"LOW BEER has a relaxed, college feeling." he said "No
one hassles anyone about identification and there isn't
much trouble.
"There was a lot of feeling that the only ones who would
profit by the other two options would be the bai owners,"
Williamson said.
Oxford City Manager lee Davis said the now maiijuana
ordinance can be challenged in court, but he is not sure if
the county prosecutor will do so.
The Butler County prosecutor was unavailable for
comment
The BG News will soon have two staff
photographer positions open. Persons
interested in working at these positions
should come to the News offices, 106
University Hall, at 1 p.m. or 3 p.m. Friday
and talk to Dan Feicht. Otherwise, contact
Feicht at 372-2003 by Nov. 12.

FRIDAY IS HERE
So all you ALPHA CHI's and
your dates give a cheer,

COLLEGE NITE
on Sundays, 7-10 p.m.

B1OL470
EDAS 409
EDAS 409
GEOL457
GEOL551

5658
5709
5719
5807
5808
5809
5811

GEOL457
I AIM 441
MATH 739
PSYC609
PSYC609
PSYC609
PSYC609

HRS
3
4
4
1
3

2
3
4

-*
j
3
3

TIME

COURSE

The following changes are lor the winter quartern! the
art department:

(W0I57)
(01531
(W0I69)

SHOULD BE
An Majors only
Art Majors only
I2-3T.R
12-3 T.R

COURSE
Art 263
Art 363
Art 425
Art 525
Art 211
Art 147
Art 305

Instructor, lacomtnl
Instructor. Misleldt
103 MWF: Instructor. Hilly

PAWLOWICZ
AMOS
HOLLAND

STAFF
STAFF

STAFF
STAFF

Below are the changes for the winter quarter. The
changes are listed in bold type:
SECTION

SECTION
(0164)
(0186)
IW0203)
(W0223)

INS.
HORVATH
MOORE
CHAM BERLIN
PAWLOWICZ
HOARE

ARRANGE
8-IOMR
ORGN.SCH.RELAT.SOC.
6-10 MR
ORGN. SCH. RELAT. SOC.
WORKSH. SEISMOLOGY
3T.ARR.
SEMINAR IN PALEOBIOLOGY ARRANGE
(PERMISSION OF INSTRUCTOR
REQUIRED.)
WORKSII. SEISMOLOGY
3T.ARR.
STORYTELLING
6-9PM. M
SEMINAR IN ALGEBRA
ARRANGE
CLINICAL PRACTICE
ARRANGE
CLINICAL PRACTICE
ARRANGE
CLINICAL PRACTICE
ARRANGE
ARRANGE
CLINICAL PRACTICE

SPEC TOPICS BIOL.

0008
0707
0708
1622
1623
2141

5308

COURSE
VVS 300
EDAS 409
EDAS 409
HOEC32I
HOEC32I
MGMT 365
SPAN 56"

CHANGE
SECTION
SECTION
SECTION
I M \KI<

CANCELLED
CANCELLED
CANCELLED
I R.ARR.

I T.ARR:I F.ARR.
3-5 MW
SECTION CANCELLED

Music scholarship awarded
Thomas Willson. senior
(Mus. Aits), recently was
awarded the 1975 Yamaha
Scholarship based on his
past and present musical
accomplishments and his
projected record of success.
Sponsored by Yamaha

the

scholarship applies 51.1X10
toward the recipient's
tuition. An instrument of
the recipient's choice also ii

This is the first time the
University has been chosen
foi the award, he said.
Willson plays principal

tuha with the University
symphony orchestra, wind
ensemble and symphony
band. He also is the student

FRENCH 261:
ITALIAN 261:

conductor of the University
btass choir and drum major
of the University marching
band

MODERN FRENCH WRITERS
IN TRANSLATION (31
I-3W.3F
FICTION AS
INFLUENCED BY FILM (4)
2MTR

awarded.
THE PURPOSE of the
scholarship is to raise
musical performance levels,
explained David dodgers,
chairman of the scholarship
committee. Since l*>71
Yamaha has been offering
scholarship! to one student
at 12 colleges nationwide,
The choice of colleges
leflects a wide variety of
school lint, Rodgcrs said.

LATIN 14 2:
LATIN 486:

GREAT ROMAN MINDS (4)
12MTRF
LATIN LITERATURE
IN ENGLISH (4)
12MTRF

COUNT TOWARD HUMANITIES REQUIREMENT

ISMD© r^TjQa©DS

That the

ALPHA CHI
RAVER
will be

131 McMANNES
across from Findlay City Park
phono 422-702 I

DY-NO-MITEU

BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

ENERGY AWARENESS DAY
NOVEMBER 10, 1975

7:30 P.M.

SECTION
5550
5951
5952
5f>56
5657

For tonight is the night,

Reg. $1.50 - includes skates
Students with I.D. - only $1.00
(Skates included)

2 P.M.- 4 P.M.

Below are new section offerings:

International,

it sponsoring

NOON- 2 P.M.

Course changes

ALUMNI ROOM UNIVERSITY UNION
Seminar: Energy and the Future: What Choices Will We Make?
Resource Persons:
Art Neal, Sociologist
Ed Danziger. Historian
Paul Haas. Economist
.Dave Neuman, Architect Planner
Roger Anderson. Political Scientist
THREE GAMES. SOME FILMS. AND A WORKSHOP
(participation orienttdl
WHITE DOGWOOD ROOM. UNIVERSITY UNION
Simulation-Game: The Energy -Environment Game trade-offs between energy needs and
environmental quality
WAYNE ROOM, UNIVERSITY UNION
Simulation-Game: Baldicer • Feeding the World's People
(population, resources, technology, and
economic organization)
RIVER ROOM, UNIVERSITY UNION
. Simulation-Game: Where Were You When They Closed the Library?
energy policy alternatives for BGSU
CAPITAL ROOM, UNIVERSITY UNION
Films dealing with different aspects of the energy crisis
(alternative sources, environmental effects,
strip mining, ethical choices, effects on minorities)
will be shown continuously.
PINK DOGWOOD ROOM. UNIVERSITY UNION
Workshop:
Energy and the Consumer • energy costs, both
apparent and hidden in consumer products
Resource Persons: Judy DeShane, Environmental Studies
Marianne Cunningham. Environmental Studies and Speech
I an.i Lau, Home Economics
Bill Peterman, Environmental Studies and Geography
RECITAL HALL, MUSIC BUILDING
LECTURE AND PUBLIC FORUM: STEWART UDALL

All events are open to faculty, students, administrators, and residents of Bowling Green
Community. Most events stress audience reaction and participation.

COMPONENT SYSTEM
(priced for people whose taste exceeds their budget!)
An economical starter system
that speaks quality from the
inside out Realistic STA-47
AM-FM stereo receiver, two
MC-1000 walnut veneer
bookshelf speaker systems
and Realistic LAB-34 changer
with base and $17 95 value
elliptical cartridge There's
only one place you can find
it
Radio Shack.
Components Sold
Separately
QQQJQQ

CHARGE IT
At Rjd.o Shach

1616 E. Wooster St
Stadium Plaza Shopping Cfr.

Bowling Green
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Students still involved in city
By Rob Arkwright
Staff Reporter
Concerned Students for
City Government will
continue lo attempt to
implement changes in city
government even though the
student candidates
supported by the group
failed in their bids lor city
positions.
Karyn Ch r istensen.
Concerned
Students
chairman.said the group will
try to carry out the issues
stated in the platforms of
Robert Dickinson, who ran
for mayor, and David
Meermans. who ran for the
first ward council seat.
"Since we can't work
from the inside, we'll have
to put pressure on city
officials from the outside."
she said.
CONCERNED Students
Treasurer Rousseau O'Neal
said the organisation plans
to continue its efforts to
bring
about the
decriminalize lion of
marijuana in the city.

Dickinson explained that
Concerned Students will
circulate petitions this year
and, if the required number
of signatures are obtained,
the issue will he on the
ballot next November.
In order for the issue to
be put on the ballot.
Dickinson said 10 per cent
of the city's voters who
participated in the last
gubernatorial election must
sign the petitions, lie
estimated the number

WASHINGTON (AP)-A
bipartisan group of rural
and suburban New York
congressmen is launching a
cross-country speaking
campaign to build popular
support lor bills that would
prevent New York City's
default.
The two-day trek is
planned by Republicans
Benjamin Oilman and Peter
Peyser, who represent the
suburban and rural areas

NOW PLAYING
EVENINGS AT 7:30-9:15
SAT.-SUN. MAT. 2:00

The Comedy Sensation of the Year!

WOODY
ALLEN
DIANE
K EATON
"LOVE
and DEATH"
A JACK ROLLINS CHARLES H JOFFE PRODUCTION
I

tenant and landlord,"
Dickinson said. He added
that the bill would appoint
an agent for tenants and
landlords to call for
information concerning
their legal rights.
The formation of a
tenant union, Dickinson
said, would be based on
tenant interest.
Concerned Students will
meet at 8:30 p.m.
Wednesday in 2 10
University Hall.

Congressmen campaign
to prevent NY default

M - ALL SEATS-'1

• .■ ..••,! HARll

required at about 520.
Dickinson said he thinks
Concerned Students will
propose a tenant-landlord
bill or work on the
formation of a tenants
union. In order for a
tenant-landlord bill to be
initiated. Dickinson said
that a councilman would
have to submit legislation to
city council.
SUCH A bill would "spell
out the rights and
responsibilities of both the

■■': .■■■■■■

IMOM

[

L..I

\

' fALIEN

Chairman Sen. William
Proxmire (D-Wis.). and
members of the state's
congressional delegation.

just north of New York
City, and Democrats
Richard Ottinger and
Edward Pattison, a New
York suburbanite and an
upstater, respectively.
MEANWHILE, a House
subcommittee is expected
lo give quick approval
yesterday to a change in
federal bankruptcy laws
which, unlike other
proposals before Congress,
would not require New
York City to adopt a
balanced budget.
It also is expected to
reject President Ford's plan
for changes in the law to
deal with a New York City
default.
The panel's bill,
sponsored by Rep. Robert
Drinan (D-Mass.), is more
lenient than the Ford plan
or than loan guarantee hills
before the House and
Senate.
Meanwhile, there were
these developments.

•-A Harris poll, paid for by
New York state sources,
reported that the majority
of Americans disagree with
Ford and that they favor
federal loan guarantees for
the city to keep it from
defaulting.
•-The House Ways and
Means Committee could
stall floor action of a
J7-billion loan guarantee
bill for the city by asking to
consider it because a
proposal for taxable,
guaranteed bonds issued by
the state to aid the city
would bring the measure
under
committee
jurisdiction. Otherwise, the
aid bill could come up on
the floor Tuesday.
-The Federal Reserve Bank
of New York turned down
an application for a 90-day
loan of $576 million which
Carey said was needed to
head off default by four
state agencies.

• -New York Gov. Hugh
Carey is meeting with
Senate Banking Committee

PHI DELTA
THETA

SGA
BOARDS
AND

COMMITTEES
SUNDAY AT 7.00 P.M.
IN 220 MA TH SCI

BOARDS

ALL CAMPUS
HAPPY HOURS!
4:00 - ?
Sounds, Suds and an
all around good time!
NEW FRATERNITY ROW
Km IV .lliiHlt 'lie im.piMIti

BARGAIN SAT. - SUN. MATINEES

I

ORGANIZATIONS
ORIENTATIONS
PERSONNEL
PUBLICATIONS
SPIRIT & TRADITION

By Lorraine Jameson
Asst. Managing Editor
The University Police Community Advisory Panel held a
brief, organizational meeting Wednesday, its first meeting
of the academic year.
Dr. Thomas Klein, assistant professor of English, was
elected chairman of die committee which was organized in
January to provide two-way communication between the
University Police and die University community.
In a future meeting the committee, which is comprised
of faculty, staff and student members, will receive a report
on the results of a survey administered on campus during
spring quarter.
The campus survey was conducted lo measure the extent
of campus crime, campus attitudes toward police and
student knowledge about the police.
DURING THE summer the group's ammunition
subcommittee met and researched many aspects of bullet
safety and effectiveness. Members of the subcommittee met
with an FBI agent and studied a report by the Institute of
Behavioral Science at the University of Colorado on various
types of ammunition, Dr. Klein said.

I

This aspect of the
performance is extremely
fortunate because "The
Killing of Sister George" is
not the type of play which
can be fudged through by
half-hearted actors.

ADULTS $1.25

CHARITIES
ELECTION AND OPINIONS

Advisory panel meets

"The Killing of Sister
George," written by Frank
Marcus, was fairly well
executed
during
Wednesday's opening night
performance.
In Tuesday's preview,
director Patricia Relph was
quoted as saying that the
actresses had become so
involved in their characters'
personalities that they (the
personalities) had begun to
penetrate into their real
lives. Alter seeing
Wednesday night's
performance this seems
more than believable.

TODAY

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS

Survey, bullets discussed

"Review By
Mary Higgins

presents

OPENING TILL 6:00

HELD OVER!
B.G. WON'T
LET IT GO!

EVE. AT 7:30 - 9:30
SAT. MAT. 2 P.M.
SUNDAY MAT. 1:30 - 3:25 - 5:20

NOT SINCE
LCVE STORY...

EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES ADVISORY
SUBCOMMITTEE ON GRANTS IN AID
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCHOLARSHIPS
SUBCOMMITTEE ON STUDENT LOANS
ACADEMIC HONESTY
UNIVERSITY UNION
HEALTH SERVICES ADVISORY
BROADCAST POLICY
BOOKSTORE ADVISORY
LONG RANGE FINANCIAL PLANNING
PARKING SERVICES
COMPUTING SERVICES
ATHLETIC COMMITTEE
INSTRUCTIONAL MEDIA CENTER ADVISORY
LIBRARY ADVISORY
PUBLICATIONS COMMITTEE
HONORS AND AWARDS COMMITTEE
ICE ARENA
CULTURAL EVENTS

ALTHOUGH THE play
seemed long, I do not think
it could have been cut
without detracting from the
intensity in the characters'
interaction.
Tcre Hanson liolden
played Sister George and
created a realistic tension
based on the character's
unpredictability. She
developed the character of
Sister George-not by any
means
a
subtle
personality-with believable
transitions between the
times when she was angry
and very drunk to periods
when she showed jealousy
over Childic's other possible
lesbian iclationships.
Valerie Scragg portrayed
Sister George's lesbian
companion and female
counterpart. Childic.
Although her performance
seemed a little exaggerated
at times, she did succeed in

HOT IN CAR HEATERS AVAILABLE (OPT.)
NOW THRU
SUNDAY
OPEN 7:00 SHOW 7:30

IIH'linestinA'i>t lilI KinnxMil

The American Ok mpu
ski contender whose hragu loll
look everything but her lite.
Ami who tixiik) the courage
to live through tlx- love oi one
very special man

COMMITTEES

Children from the University's nuriery school enjoy whit will probably be the last
warm days of fill. (Newsphoto by Lance Wynn)

THfc to***'

THE COMMITTEE also discussed the problem ol
textbook theft. University Police It. Roger DtOUtl said
that students who notify the bookstores at the time of the
theft are more likely to recover the book.
Students also should mark their books in some unique
way for identificaiton purposes. Li. Daousl said.
In other business. Dr. Klein said he has been in touch
with the Faculty Senate's committee on committees and
the Student Government Association (SGA) in ordei to fill
two vacancies in the ten-member committee.
Faculty panel member Dr. Joseph Perry, professor of
sociology, and Karl Britt. a student panel member, are not
serving on the committee this year.
The next meeting of the committee will be at S p.m.
Dec. 3. The location of the meeting, which is open to the
public, will be announced.

cataveying a childlike
personality in a .<4-> ear-old
woman.
Scraggs also showed
Childic's character without
being upstaged by the
strong personality and
pcrfoimance of Sister
George.
MRS. MERCY Crofts,
played by Carol Cox,
provided a good contract
between the volatile
tempcrment of George and
the childishness of Childic.
She played the part of a
person who is like a
sharp-edged sword sheathed
in a smile
It is hard to say whether
her performance would have
been better had she
registered more shock at the
outbursts of Sister George,
or whethei by glossing over
them she added a dimension
of callousness. This is not to
say that she was totally
unfeeling since even she was
shocked into tears in the
last outburst against Childic.
On the technical side, the
costuming was appropriate

HOW DOES
•57.50*
SOUND?

Mott notorious
•..•
.':
<i
ft
•-■-..-

*THE OTHER SIDE OF
THE MOUNTAIN
utan *-"i"«ii'i

In the past police requested a switch in ammunition fiom
the roundnose bullets now in use lo hollow point bullets,
which they claim are safer and more effective.
The committee eventually plans to make a
recommendation to the University Police concerning the
type of ammunition they should use.

Play shows comedy, tension

FRATERNITY

United Artists

THERE WILL BE A MEETING FOR

Red Rover

PC,

Deluxe 2 bdrm.
Furnished
Central heat a air
Laundry fac. in bldg
Ample parking
Outdoor gas grills
For Information. Call
352-62*3

CINEMA II

NOW PLAYING

Hampton House

EVE. AT 7:15-9:19

70S 7* SI.

SAT. MAT. 1 P.M.

"par paiion

for each chancier. Mrs.
Me r cy w aI dressed
conservatively. Childic was
dressed youthfully in levis
and a sweatshirt, and
GeorfjB dressed >i little more
ostentatiously than Mrs.
Mercy
The stage setting seemed
a bit too elaborate but
served its purpose by
convoying a somewhat

must) atmosphere.
ON THE WHOLE, the
actresses definitely put on a
powerful performance. The
Intensity of feeling never
was missing.
Personally. I found it a
very sad play and was
emotionally drained when it
was over I was glad for the
humor-it was realistic and
the kind one finds within
many real-life situations.
I think those interested in
seeing the play should
realize that although there
are many laughs, there is
quile a bit of irony and
heavy drama. The ending is /
not humorous at all.
If you are the type of
person who goes to a play
or movie for pure
entertainment, the realism
conveyed in this play might
be too much.

RESEARCH
Thousand* of Topics
»■*< let roar «a>ta-«Maf tao
"• ■*» «•» <m»» Com
SI0O io OM, ~nm -a
Af MAftCH ASWTANCI. INC.
IIJJI IDAHO AVI. 1 201
LOS ANOILfS. CALIF MO»
17131 471*474
Oar.
>• annular
Ma *aja.

SUNDAY MAT. 1:30 - 3:25 - 5:15
IN THE 30's, WORDS DIDN'T BUY MUCH!

PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO.
M4NAGEMENT NOW LEASING

FOR FALL

iu«a« fvnju Mnnni
» LAWHErC£ GORDON ProOucSor,

COO FULIV FURNISHED APTS

HARD
TIMES

IF YOU WERE ON ONE OF THESE COMMITTEES
LAST SPRING, PLEASE ATTEND
*q**«Ot>

SWWOM

r»Cw4Qt I

Buc»eye Houae 649 6th St
BircHwood Place 650 6th Si
Ml Vernon 80} 6lh Si

PLUS FRI.-SAT. BONUS LATE SHOW

&

•SAVAGE ABDUCTION1

i

PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO.
Oft* Hr» 9 lj and 1 5

352 9378
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Students plan to stay
despite long weekend
Will Tuesday's Veteran's Day holiday
provide a five-day weekend for University
' residents? Apparently not.
A survey taken from a sample of 169
dormitory resident's drawn at random from
the student directory by Dr. John Black's
Journalism 311 class yesterday revealed that
only 42 per cent of the students polled are
planning on leaving town or going home for
the weekend.

,

About 98 per cent of the students
participating in the survey said they were
aware of (he holiday, and about 87 per cent

said they plan on attending their Monday
classes.
OF THE 58 per cent remaining on
campus. 16 per cent said they are staying to
watch the hockey games this weekend and 8
per cent said they arc expecting visitors for
the weekend.
In the belief that many students may not
show
up for Monday classes, some
University professors have canceled their
classes. But if the journalism class survey is
to be believed, there will be business as usual
at Ihe University on Monday.

Spanish Sahara invaded
SPANISH SAHARA
(AP) -Tens of thousands ol
Moroccans under a forest of
red flags and chanting glory
to Allah launched a peaceful
human wave assault on the
Spanish Sahara yesterday.
They trekked more than
five miles into the disputed,
mineral-rich
territory
through
blinding dust
storms
under a baking
desert sun.
Throughout

the

march

Spanish hclicoplers and old
propeller-driven fighters
buzzed low over the sea of
unarmed
volunteers-including hundreds of
Moroccan peasant women
and three young Americans
carrying a huge Moroccan
flag-but look no agressive
action.
Moroccan
helicoplers and light planes
circled the Spanish aircraft
but
there
were
no
encounters.
IN SCENES reminscent
of a biblical epic, the
marchers-preceded by 10
men with bayonets to piobe
lor mines- walked for three
hours lo a poinl jusl four

pursue diplomatic efforts to

post in Agadir, Morocco.
The
UN. Security
Council urged Hassan on
Wednesday to "pul an end
forthwith" to the march.
The king replied the march
had begun and "will not
depart for a moment from
its peaceful character."

ensure the march reaches
the Spanish Sahara capital
of El Aaiun.
HASSAN had originally
said he would lead the
march, but yesterday he
remained at his command

University student
charged with assault
A University student was arrested and charged with
assault and battery early yesterday morning after he
allegedly knocked
Donna Bland (University
identification unavailable) to the ground in from of
Founders Quadrangle. University police reported
The alleged incident took place at about 2:24 a in .is
Bland was returning from downtown. Police arrested and
charged Joel Bndgeman. junior, a short tune latci at his
apartment in connection with the alleged incident.
BR1DCEMAN
yesterday morning received a
continuance until Monday in Bowling Green Municipal
Court. Bond was set at S7.000.
A pay telephone station on the second floor of
Conklin Hall was ripped
Estimated damage is $300

off

the

wall yesterday.

Students take a break between classes on the sunny
steps outside the Business Building. (New splint o by
EdSuba)

Time out

DELTA ZETA

French cluster offered
Students now can satisfy
their language -requirement
in
one
quarter
by
participating in the French
cluster offered this winter.
The French cluster is
ottered only during winter
quarter. According to Dr.
Michael
locey. assistant
professor of romance
languages. "It is a total
language experience."
The French cluster is
worth 16 hours of credit
and is divided into four
grades - reading, writing.
listening and speaking. A
sliulenl
lakes no other
courses during the quarter
and spends live hours a day
in cluster classes.

"WE GET TO know our
students very well, and they
get to know their four

French
is
strongly
recommended.
The
content of the
cluster's director. Dr.
Arthur Neishurg. also is
required with
each
application.

instructors very well." said
Dr. lenita Locey. assistant
professoi
ol
romance
languages
"The clusteiers spend one
night 3 week with us for
cultural activities. These are

WELCOMES OUR 2 NEW AFFILIATES

PAM MOSES
LINDA STOUT

Refresher
course.

informal situations and
Informal opportunities to
speak
French." she
explained.
Dr.
Michael
Locey
explained that anyone can
apply, but French 101 or
one year of high school

• mfMM re*

kilomclcrs 2.5 miles from
whai Ihe Spanish call a
"dissuasion line"~allegcd
| minefields, barbed wire and
heavy aimoied units.

: MCAT Ovir JS yt an
:
DAT and success
•
: LSAT Small classes
:
GRE
home #
: ATGSB Voluminous
study malrneri •
: OCAT Counts•thai art :•
updated?
: CPAT constantly
•
: FLEX Make
ups lo<
J
missed lessons
: ECFMG
•NAT'LMEDBDS:
Of fipftieiKr

A senior Moroccan police
officer with Ihe march said.
"We will stay here overnight
and tomorrow morning, we
will see."
The overnight stay gave
King Hassan II time to

9

•

ABORTION

'VAT'
1B90 Northwest Blvd.

$12500
i • "i i

ttjti

lolumBiii, OK 4J2I2
C6I4) 4B69646

■nd

i_.

21711 W. Ion Ma, Md

I 600 JJH I ' 10

SuulMiffld, Mien. 46U»'.
1313) J^4 QOBb

ABORTION

(OUCI'iONai CtNTfN
.

Starling Rate
SI2.r,
1-24 week pregnuncy
terminated bv
Licensed Gynecologist

OPEN
SUN -

CLOSF. TO voun AREA
FINtST FACILITIES AND
MODERN TECHNIQUES

Call Collect
1216-6311557
24 HOUR SERVICE

THURS

430 p.m. to 1:00 o.m.

FRI — SAT

430 p.m. to 2:00 a.m.

IIIT»M»I>III»I

kfc

1616F. WOOSTER

M^^^m m
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From one beer lover to another.
THE SIHOH B11WIII COMPANY, DETROIT, MICHIGAN 41326

VISIT LAS VEGAS AND SAN FRANCISCO
OVER CHRISTMAS! DEC. 14-21

SEE NEW YORK CITY BEFORE IT DEFAULTS!

30 MINUTE DELIVERY

352-5221

INCLUDES:

Don't be a Turkey this Thanksgiving!
Join UAO's Thanksgiving trip to New York City

Round trip airfare
from Toledo to
San Francisco

INCLUDES: "Round trip via Allegheny Airlines

return tot
106 UNIVERSITY HALL
BGSU
BOWLING GREEN, OH.

"Thanksgiving at Mama Leone's
INCLUDES: "Round trip airfare from
"Friday evening dinner tour
"Daily continental breakfast,
dinner, happy hours
"Welcome Rum Swizzle Party

COPY:
ONLY 10 SEATS REMAINING

COST IS ONLY $269

ADDRESS
DEADLINE FOR THE TRIP DEPOSITS IS THIS FRIDAY, NOV. 7.
STATE

ALL TRIPS ARE OPEN TO FACULTY,

ZIP
STAFF. AND STUDENTS.

SOCIAL SECURITY NUM8ER_
classified order form invoice

CALL UAO AT 372-2343 FOR MORE INFORMATION.

7 37 S. Main

352-8639

Las Vegas, five
nights in San Francisco

OR VISIT FREEPORT, BAHAMAS, DEC. 13 20

43403
4 19-37 2-2003

PHONE

Two mghts in

COST IS $309

"Tour of Lower Manhattan

CITY_

Round trip ticket
to Fisherman's Wharf

"Continental breakfast daily

Here is my ad. I enclose $
.
.50 per line. Two line minimum. Approximately 25 spaces in a line.
Please run my ad on
.
(Published Tuei.. Wed.. Thuri.. Fri.)
Deadline two days before at 4:00 p.m.

NAME

.

"All Las Vegas lunches

Detroit to NYC

BG NEWS CLASSIFIEDS

*

Las Vegas/

ONLY $159

The Domino People are Pizza People,period.

*

Cold Beer - Wine - Champagne

South Side Six
Carry Out

OPEN
9 am - 11 p.m. Weekdays & Sunday
9 am - 12 pm Friday <S Saturday
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
in I0> AMGIill ""*■

Panel discusses women's role
By Jin Cordiro
Editorial Editor

those women seeking
employment who do not
have a college education.

A panel discussion
yesterday highlighting the
impact of women on
America's future wrapped
up two days of activities in
the first of three campus
Bicentennial Symposiums
Moderated by Dr.
Annette Johnson, acting
director of the Center for
Continuing Education, the
panel included speakers
Jeanne Feightner. vice
president of the national
personnel department for
Sears. Roebuck and Co., Dr.
Thomas Attig. asistant
professor of philosophy; Dr.
Aida Tomch. professor of
sociology and Dr. Ross
Miller. Methodist minister
and director of United
Christian Fellowship in
Bowling Green.
Feightner began the
discussion by elaborating on
women's roles in business.
She expressed concern over

OFTEN THESE women
settle for mediocre jobs as
salesclerks or secretaries,
Feightner explained.
At Sears some women arc
pieced in management
training programs where
they are given the chance
for advancement. Others are
encouraged to consider such
jobs as auto mechanic,
fork-lift operator and
appliance repair, she said.
Another problem
according 10 Feightner, is
getting women interested in
business careers. "There is a
definite lack of
communication between
educators, especially on the
high school level and the
business world." she said.
To partly alleviate this
problem Sears is making a
filmstrip available to high
Khool guidance counselors
that describes employment

opportunities for both men
and women at Sears.
Continuing the
discussion, Dr. Attig
addressed himself to the
problems of equity and
justice in equal opportunity
employment.
DR. ATTIG outlined
some
problems of
preferential treatment for
women and the effects of
reverse discrimination on
men. Me said that
discrimination against
women is not a thing of the
past but a very real, present
dilemma.
The impact of women on
the family was discussed by
Dr. Tomeh. She explained
that both a sociological and
a non-sociological view of
family relationships is
apparent today.

changes in families of the
future. The sociological
view contends that
communal, set-ups do not
have much stability and that
present trends such at
divorce, more sexual
permissiveness and sharing
in family decision-making
among couples who remain
married, will continue.
Women who choose to
work, according to Dr.
Tomeh, will have to set
their priorities. They will
have to reconcile the
conflict between their
families and their jobs until
an adequate integration of
the business world and
family life is achieved.

Save that
of News

ACCORDING TO Dr.
Tomeh, the non-sociological
view advocates more
communal living and other
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Active Christians Today Bible study Mac North Lounge,
7 p.m.

WWM

Seminar in Winter Botany, Bio. 490, Sect. 5549, 2 hrs.
Contact N. Wm. Easterly, 372-2434.
Saturday, November 8. 1975
Commuter Center. Moseley Hall open 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

SEE ALL 7 OUTSTANDING FILMS FOR $8.75

Sunday, November 9. 1975

A SAVINGS OF »7.00 OFF REGULAR ADMISSION PRICE OF
M5.75 OR »2.25 FOR EACH SHOWING
IF DISCOUNT
TICKET PURCHASED IN ADVANCE.- REGULAR ADMISSION
TICKETS SOLD AT BOX OFFICE DAILY!
*

Psych, (acuity vs. students basketball game. 6:30 p.m.
Women's Gym.
You have something to
shaie with the people
of the rural South and

Judo Club practice 7-9 p.m. Wrestling Rm., Men's Gym.

Appalacia—yourself.
Find out about the
opportunities open to

Rubber bridge tournament, 1:30 p.m. Alumni Rm.,
Union. 75 cents at door. It a partner is needed ph
353-7574.

you as a Glenmary
Priest. Brother or Sister.

STARTS

WEDNESDAY
NOVEMBER 12th!

-

by Garry Trudeau

Friday, November 7, 1975

TICKETS ON SALE

1

the editor

»^*a:

FRIDAY NOVEMBER 7

Post* (sot
Nest BO.
Thro*
MsUsrsforts
Orant Wood's
MU
16 Tembk: Prsfis
17 California river
19 Book of Llw

DOONESBURY

OMSOUSAKE
BY NATURE
i FEAR
FOR YOUR
earn, TO

THE CRESENT WILL SHINE
THE GAMMY BUG SWING
LOOK OUT WORLD
ITS PHI BETA FALL FLING
HYDRAULIC ROOM

1
•
10
14
15

DR. MILLER ended the
discussion with a
presentation
on
volunteerism. According to
Dr. Miller, volunteer work is
changing with the
availability of volunteers
and the kinds of skills,
experience and knowledge
that workers donate.
Rewarding volunteer
work can function as a
point of entry for a woman
into other careers, Dr. Miller
said.
"The good volunteer in
the future, and right now, is
the volunteer who is
liberated," Dr. Miller said,
adding that such liberation
will benefit volunteer
organizations.

Write to
THE GAMMA PHIS ARE TAKING DATE
AND BOTTLES TOO
TO PARTY TILL DAWN
AT THE GOO PHOO BOO

■0 Fill with a

ACROSS

JoC'<*(X» OOCXJ' oooc
hy-ifcej w»lh ^*«¥TKHV "one Mrt
wnew wtile
CHLNMAWV Room

Bo* 46404
Cincinnati Oh© -15246
| -<K)M> tend Use
GodMoOeMe
Potter ShOtaf Above
[ J Send free potter on#v

Stud. Council (or Except. Child, business meeting Ohio
Suite. Union. 7:30 p.m. Open.
Active Christians Today: Commons NE 10 a.m. Bible
study. Commons NE 10:30 a.m. Worship service. 603
Clough St. 6 p.m. Bible study.
Worship service: Grace Brethern Church 10:45 a.m. & 7
p.m. 121 S. Enterprise behind The Clock.
Worship service: Church o( Christ. 17317 Haskins Rd.,
BG 10 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Fin-n-Falcons Scuba Club meeting Natatorium. 8 p.m.

**■—*«
sta*

AP

Age

BGSU Karate Club: Goju-Kai practice session Rm. 201
Hayes Hall, 5:30-7:30 p.m.
Monday, November 10. 1975
BGSU Judo Club practice 7:30-9:30 p.m. South Gym.
Women's Bldg.
The Way Fellowship meeting Faculty Lounge, Union, 8
p.m.

.

I

LOST AND FOUND
LOST: Prescription sun
glasses. Call 352-1964.
Reward!

HAMLET

LOST: Near stadium,
homecoming old rim glasses.
352-0723. atter 6 p.m.

4*

Taka ob.for«

»•
I

Ct'lis Notes al**ys the nght
prescription *hpn (ou n«ed
help m understanding literature
Prepared Dy educator* Easy lo
use Tines available now cove*
.'oo frequently
assigned plays
and novels
<H«"

LOST: My mother lost her
anniv. watch, it found call
Jim. 372-5959.

Chit s Notes First Aid
Station wherever
books are sold

Available
At:

Alterations done my home.
480 Lehman Apt. 107. Jan
Cusano. 352-0550.
-STUtXNT BOOK OCHANCI
l>. - Jit- c-> c

WANTED

1 f.
bed
incl.
after

Professional typing for any
and all assignments. Ph.
352-0224.

Talk it over with someone
who carts about you.
E mpa -E mo t i onal and
material pregnancy aid,

The Alpha Gams, they
wanted, to (ind out i( the
Sig Ep house was really
haunted. Then at 8
Halloween nite, Paco and
Igor filled us with (right and
in the end it was all worth
it, you see, 'cause everyone
had a (antastic time at the
tea. Thanks (or a great time!
The Alpha Gams.
Alpha Gams welcome the
T-RRFIC 21 to the Nut
House!
Twenty-one pledges! -Gams
are in awe. Even more so
after the tea with the
wunnerful Phi Taus.
Thanks. The Alpha Gams.
Ferns, succulents and other
healthy house plants. Plant
accessories & good advice.
The Plant Lady. Open Tues.
thru Sat. 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
302 S. Summit. 352-5798,

Happy Birthday, Peg. Love.
Pat & G.F.
Save 25% on all American
Indian jewelry shown by
Jeff DePerro today at
Falcon Plaza Motel Rm.
No.61.

NOW - THE DEN'S 11th
anniversary sale everything
reduced all week.

HELP WANTED

Call Diane,

PERSONALS

We service: motorcycles,
auto's, trucks, mufflers,
Dishop Motors. 18039 N.
Dixie Hwy.

1 m. rmmt. sub. win. qtr.
Napolean Rd. $87/mo.
352-7632.

Typing done.
352-2809.

PRESERVE CREDIBILITY! Order your '76
yearbook now. Call The
Key. 2-0086.

Eggs Toast coffee Juice 99
cents French Toast Coffee
Juice 99 cents Pancakes
Coffee and Juice 99 cents
FRIENDLY ICE CREAM
1027 N. Main, 352-4178.

FOUND: Gray kitten with
red collar on Buttonwood.
352-0045.

Ear Piercing now at Klevers
Jewelers. $7.50 includes
earrings.

Need 1 f. immte. W & S ph.
3720151 ext. 220 or
352-6136.

Medical College of Ohio
student available for
tutoring 352-4513 ask for
Mike.

Need 1 f. rmt. wnt/spr.
Close to campus. 352-8284.

SERVICES OFFERED
Look
to* the'

Mon. & Fri. 1-3 p.m. Tues..
Wed., Thur. 6:30-9:30 p.m..
352-6236.

LOST: High School class
ring. Initials WSB.
OtOnhauer area, 372-1396.

Wanted a director of nursing
and two LPN's at Pleasant
Manor Nursing Home
Holgate just west of BG.
Contact Charge Nurse,
collect. 264-2921.

o( (un--maybe your
pledging's almost done!
(Maybe not!) Thanks! Love,
the Sisters.

Now that the Tank Sale is
over...how about a Fish
Sale!! Begins Friday. Penny
sale on a large assortment of
tropical fish. Buy one, get
the next (or a penny. The
Hutch Pet Shop 1011 S.
Mam.

BG Sailing Club meeting 7 p.m. Rm. 203 Hayes Hall.
ce>

One dude needed to sublet
room, winter and spring.
Good location. $65/mo..
352-1256.

grad stud, to share 3
house 110/mo. util.
372-0151 ext. 248:
5 352-7168.

Beta Theta Pi lit' sis rush.
Nov. 9 & 10 from 7:30-9.
We welcome interested girls
to meet the bros. & "Little
Diamonds". Rides avail. &
retresh served.
Kappa Delta congratulates
Beth and Bill on their
KD-SAE pinning. What a
great "raver tavor"!
KD Ladies sure were classy,
singing and acting oh so
sassy; the serenade was lots

Betas: We're ready to party
tonight! KD's.
SENIORS! It's picture time
(or senior picture
appointment. Call The Key
3720086.
FOR SALE
Juliette Stereo system.
3/mo. old. $140 or best
otfer. Dave. 2-1681.
'73 Triumph Tiger 750CC
excel, cond 6.000 mi.,
$1,500. Nites, 352-9372.
Realistic receiver STA-220.
120 watts RMS. $350 or
best offer. Brand New. '66
Volvo 1800S. many new
parts. $1350. 352-1639.
'71 Firebird automatic.
350V8 Good rubber. Call
372-5044.
1971-Ply Cricket, new steel
belted radials. 23 mpg,
352-5798.
'66 Delta 88. Just tuned. In
very good condition.
Running. Will begin debate
at $250. Call Dave,
372-3458.
70 Impala convert, new top.
PS, PB, $980. 352-8216,
353-7762.
68 VW$275. 352-3371.
Bumper pool
offer. 2-2973.

table.

Best

FOR RENT
Sub. apt. at Inter. Hse.
270/qtr. share effec.
wtr/sprg. qtr. 2-6575.
Sublease apt. at Greenview,
75/mo., own room.
352-6136.
Single room for male
student. Near campus wtr.
«■ spr. qtrs. Ph. 352-7365.
Efficiency available Nov. 1.
Thurstin Manor 352-5435.
Students room for man 3
blocks from campus private
ent.. kitchen, available win.
qtr. 352-8043.
1 bdi
& eff.
downtown-clean,
352-7197.

apts.
ouiet

1 or 2 fm. rmt. needed i»
block campus. 352-6473.
Need 1,2, or 3 m.
roommates, 851 Napolean
Rd. No.39. Cherry Hill.
1 f. rmt. needed wtr/spring
qtr. to sublse. apt. in
Campus Manor call
352-6404.
Female rmmte. needed own
room inquire 402 E. Court,
after 6:30.
1 m. needed now; clsse to
campus. Campus Manor,
economical, Call Tony.
352-6011.
Bumper pool
offer. 2-2973.

table.

Fact Line
372-2445

Best

Hi
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Booters face fop goalie
By Norm Baker
StafT Writer
He's the Ricky Bell of
college football, the Adrian
Dantley
of college
basketball. His name is Pete
Mannos and he*s the best
soccei goalie in the country.
Mannos and his Northern
Illinois University (NIU)
troops will provide the
opposition at
2
pan.
tomorrow afternoon when
they battle Bowling Green's
soccer squad on the field
adjacent to (he Ice Arena.
Mannos was last season's

first

team

all-American

In

the

season's

goalie and is a strong
candidate to repeat again
this year as the nation's
best. Although Northern
Illinois has only recorded a
5-5
mark
this season.
Mannos and the Huskies
have posted a couple of
impressive victories.

heartbreaker for the
Huskies. Missouri-St. Louis
rated in the
top
10

EARLY IN the WHOf),
Mannos
sliul
out
Wisconsin-Milwaukee. 2-0,
when IWM was ranked
eighth in the midwest.
The Huskies also beat
Western
Illinois. .'-J.
another top-rated team

obstacle to try to beat."

nationally, edged NIU, 3-2.
2\. in overtime.
"Mannos is a great one."
BG
head coach Mickey
Cochrane said before
yesterday's practice. "He
will be a
formidable

Northern
Illinois is
coming off a 7-0 whitewash
of Wisconsin-Platteville. The
shutout was Mannos' third
of the season and 12th of
his collegiate career.

Grammas to Brewers
BIRMINGHAM. ALA.
(AP) -• The Birmingham
News reported yesterday
that Alex Grammas is the
new
manager of the
Milwaukee Brewers.
Sports Editor Alt" Van
Moose wrote that the
American League club will
formally announce today
that Grammas has been
hired to succeed Del
l'i an J.i II
Grammas. 48-year-old
Birmingham man. has been
a coach for Cincinnati the
past six years.
The News reported he
will be given a multi-year

'»»■
Tricaptain Craig Tesler (left), a Rochester. N Y. native, clears the
ball away from an Akron opponent in last week's action. Bowling
Green's two other captains. Steve Cabalka and Glenn Jost. will be
making their last collegiate soccer appearance tomorrow
afternoon as the Falcon booters host Northern Illinois.
(Newsphoto by Lance Wynn)

Ouch

lo
start
with senior
tri-capljm Rich Nlgai and
right winger Tom Ispei in
tonight's opening season
series with Lake Forrest has
been ruled ineligible bv the
NCAA.
According to coach Ron
Mason, the Uxbridge. Out.
native's eligibility was
granted by NT A A in March
when he signed a national

letter of intent to receive a
grant-in-aid scholarship to
BG However in an Aliens!
ruling, the NCAA declared
him a professional athlete,
having received money
while playing major "A"
hocke) in Ontario.
Mason said he. along with
Athletic
Director Dick
Young will repeal the
NCAA's decision as soon as
possible.

in l%4. lie was a 10-ycar
mfieldei with St. Louis.
Cincinnati and the Chicago
Cubs after
playing at

three teams we've faced,
along with Cleveland State
and Akron," Cochrane said.
Bowling Green will be
seeking its fust caivci
victory over the Huskies. In
the only previous meeting,
NIU defeated the Lalcon
soccer squad. 40. last year.
Tomorrows

Think orange.

CABALKA. AN I dina,
Minn, product, scored the
winning goal in the 2-0
shutout
over Ohio
I II:U'ISII\ while Jost. who
played
soccei

ins high school
in \s oithington.

Ohio, h.is been llie team's
Headiest playei this season.

• . •

Sophomore forward Ken
Hendershott, the team's
scoring leader with seven
goals, needs three goals
agamsi llie Huskies to tie
the Falcons' season scoring
record held by Warren

Heede(l*>72)

** SHOWING
BY
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Jeffrey |_. DePerro

ALPHA SIG
Little Sis Rush

FRIDAY, NOV. 7
10 AM - 5 PM
Falcon Plaza Motel
Rm #6 1
2 5% off REGULAR PRICE

yb; v u p if o n a u»«» v ssnoQ

Don't miss it!

Scholarships

$39,800,000 unclainwd uhoMohipt i|,,i„i. «.,is and
lillowships ranging liom SM lo StO.000 Cuneni I.-I ,■!
these source* resesiched and com|nled .is u' Sepl 15 19'6
OVI-I

UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS
Avi

Motors, Steve Cabalka and
Glenn Jost

AUTHENTIC AMERICAN

Mississippi Slate.

Savings Plan.

"33,500.000
Unclaimed
■

will

be the season finale foi both
soccer squads
Bowling
Green has a 6*2*2 season
mark
including
i 2*0
weekend victory over Ohio
University.
"We've been an erratic
team this season." Cochrane
said, "but it's strange how
the year goes b)
so
quickly."

SUNDAY. 7:30 - 9:30
also
MONDAY, 8:30- 11:00

I1275M

contest

This weekend's game will
be
the
last
college
appearance for two Falcon

::J:-:-:-:-:-::-:-:v:-:-x:.::::.:.:.:.::.:.:.:.:.:.:.v

COMING ATTRACTION:

Los Angriet. CA 9O02S

I am enclosing SO 95plus SI OOtoi postagn tnil handling

CHERRY HILL VILLAGE APTS.
now leasing

GRAMMAS' only
previous managing
experience was ai Fort

Worili In llie Texas League

Join the Payroll

leer ineligible
Freshman center Tom
Newton, who was scheduled

contract, probably for three
years.

"NORTHERN HAS to be
included as one of the top

B.G. STUDENTS Si OFF
ON TICKETS, Btf YOU
MUST BUY THEM
BEFORE SATURDAY!

PLEASE RUSH YOUR CURRENT LIST OF
UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS SOURCES TO:

The Salesians...
Helping
others
to help
themselves.

Outstanding features such as:
• f-uMv fu'nished apts

with (new tola 4 chairs)

• Central IJJS di' cundittontnq fcj heating with individual apt
Controls

• 1 hdnti starting jt Slb'j, 'urn. 01 unfurn.
• Gas equipped taundtv a»ea available in each apt Wdg

Name. .

:

Address

,

CM >

State

(California rtMdanti (>»••-%<'

MUS

Zip

tiA. ul«i lea I

True charity isn't
always a handful of
rice ... or the gift of a
warm shirt
it's helping others to help themselves.
A more lasting and dignified way. we say
Since our foundation m 1859. this has been tho
Salesian way Education Is the keynote. What good is a
meal today when one must think of all the tomorrows?
St John Bosco knew this wet! What good are dreams
unless they are translated in reality by deeds?
Around the world. Salosian missioners help their
flock by giving them ways to help themselves Whether it
is agricultural training or technical training for a trade
they can learn, people are encouraged to find their
own niche, their own way of betterment, their own road
to human dignity and self help
Salesians work primarily for youth, for it is in the
young that hope is born. There are Salesian missions in
73 countries around the world If you are interested
in a life that gives as much as it receives, fill-in the
coupon below . .. and we will send you additional
information on the Salesian way

• Patio areas *<(h gnus available tor each btdg

Clubhouse facility with indoor heated pool,
color TV lounge, billiards & ping pong

CHERRY HILL VILLAGE RENTAL OFFICE
• SI NopoUo* *4 MM S
OHI..M.

Ml. HHUIo. lltll'l
Don,• 12 • IS

pisanello's Pizza
203 N. Main

THE BROTHERS OF

Open Sun.-Thurs. 4:30 p.m.- 1 a.m.
Fri. & Sat. 4:30 p.m.- 2 a.m.

PHI KAPPA TAU
WELCOME THEIR

STOP IN AND ENJOY!

1975 Fall Pledge Class
FRANKAVENI

STEVE HELM

PHIL BRUMBAUGH

MARC HELMAN

RICK BRUNN

IACKKIRSCHNER

ROB CURSCHMAN

RICKKOHLER

CRAIG DRESLINSKI

MIKE LESIE

IOE FIORITA

STEVE MclNTYRE

RICK GILLIG

JACK RICCHIUTO

BOB HARR

KEITH PATTERSON

GOOD LUCK
IN PLEDGING

GEORGE A^
I
CARLIN c<>*
I
SUNDAY, NOV. 9 at 8:00 P.M.
in ANDERSON ARENA

I Salesians
I
I
I
I
I

OF ST. JOHN BOSCO
Fiiors La«e Weil Ms.a>*l

I vr\ i«le-es«e0 in the '»"**"'nod

Tickets - 4.50/ 5.50/ 6.50
on sale at the Union Ticket Office
Buy NOW and save.

ALSO
APPEARING
THE NEW
ROCK
SENSATIONS...

Ctty_

Coi!«g. *»•■>*n0_

Helb feople

l

For more Information about Salesiiin P
Brothers, mail (his coupon to
Father Joaeph, S.D.B. Boom B- MS

l

Senior Pictures! For app. call 372-'

nro^fhoo'

. A.e_

I
I
I
I
I
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Skoters host Lake Forest

Goalies again split duties
By BUI Estep
Assistant Sports Editor
Goalies Mike l.uit and Al
Sarachman aren't the least
bit finicky about who starts
in net tonight when the
Falcon hockey squad opens
its 1975-76 season in the Ice
Arena against Lake Forest
College.
You sec, no matter how
the puck flies, both junior
netmindcrs will see action in
the weekend series that will
also feature a contest
tomorrow night. Starting
times for both games is 7:30

p.m.
Since the beginning of
their freshman season, both
goalies have played on a
rotating basis, a compliment
to their unusual
combination that earned
them all-Central Collegiate
Hockey Association first
team honors last season.

f,
wO VG

Veteran goalie Al Sarachman guards the nets well in action played
last season at the Ice Arena. The two-year letterman will combine
chores with junior netmindei Mike I.nit this weekend as the
Falcons open their season with Lake Forrest. (Newsphoto by
Steve Ancik).

COACH RON Mason says
the policy of rotation will
continue during this year's
.'I-game schedule, barring
illness or injury.
"We won't know who's
starling in goal until we
hold a team meeting on
Friday (today) and set the
assignments," Mason said.

"That will normally be the
pattern followed most of
the year."
Neither goalie seems to
mind the setup that was a
key factor in last year's
2310-2 record.
"You go into a game
relaxed and if you don't do
well," Luit said." you know
someone else will come in
and do the job."
"IT'S GREAT if you play
Friday," Sarachman said.
"You're done for the
weekend and you can sit
back and relax a little bit."
"Satch" claimed that an
excellent performance by
his comrade can play a
major role in his efforts in
the second game of a
weekend scries.
"At St. Louis and

Michigan State last year
Mike played a great first
game and it really got me up
for the second game." he
said.
Luit explained that
possessing two well-tuned
goalies gives the Falcon's a
big advantage over most
teams.
"One goalie is great as
long as someone like
Hartman (BG center Mike)
doesn't come by and take
your head off," he said.
"You have to keep two
goalies sharp."
The Falcon pair agree
with Mason that each has
their own distinctive styles
of play in the net.
"I use my si/e more than
anything else," the 6-3 Luit
said. "I have to be fairly
quick. I like lo stand up to

The BG New

control the shots. I guess
I'm sort of like a cat. I move
around to cut down the
ankles."
"I GO DOWN a lot."
Sarachman said. "I'm not a
gieai angle man and I like to
crouch a lot to control the
rebound."
Mason has high praise for
his duo.
"As a pair they would
stack up with the best in the
nation, but as individuals
there's others around as
good or belter," he said.
Sarachman. who was
drafted by the Chicago
Black Hawks following his
freshman season has a tough
act to follow aftf last
season.
The Sarnia. Onl. native
eclipsed BG records in goals

against average (2.80) and
winning percentage
(11-4-1). Luit, meanwhile,
produced a 12-6-1 mark in
three more game
appearances.
LAKE FOREST brings a
2-0 to town following last
weekend's 8-1 and 13-6
sweep of Algoma College.
Third-year coach Chuck
Morrison, who owns a 19-41
career record, will be basing
his scoring punch around
ail-American center Mike
Stusick (5-3-8) and'
delctisetii.ni Ian Hughes
(3-6-6).
Freshman goaliender
Andrcd Fauteux, who ]
turned back 74 shots last
weekend, will guard the nets
both nights.
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Gridders set for OU battle;
Preston, D. Saleet ailing
and 3-2-1
competition.

By Dick Rees
Sports Editor
The Falcon gridders will
be facing an assortment of
obstacles tomorrow when
they travel lo Athens to
meet Ohio University (OU)
in a crucial Mid-American
Conference (MAC) clash
In addition to ballling
the Bobcats, one of the
underrated teams m the
league. BCi will be fighting a
two-game losing streak, two
OU wins the last two years
and some key injuries.
Kick-off is scl for 1:30
p.m. at I'cden Stadium .is
the Falcons ((»:, 3-2 in the
MAC) tangle with a llohcat
squad that is 4-3-1 overall

MAC

BOWLING GREEN will
attempt to shake the ill
affects of two straight MAC
losses lo Miami University
and Ball Stale. Ohio,
meanwhile, is ficsh from i
24-10 win ovct Western
Michigan.
But the Falcons have had
little luck against OU the
last two years. Last fall the
Bobcats spoiled BG's
homecoming with a 33-22
win and squeaked past BG.
24-23. two years ago in

Athens.
"This is an awful big
game for us as far as I'm
concerned." BG head coach

Swami
sez:

Bowling Green at Ohio EVEN
Ohio State over Illinois by 25
Florida over Georgia by 6
Alabama over LSU by 22
Michigan over Purdue by 10
San Diego State ovr-r Arizona by 3
Penn State over N.C. State by 2
Texas over Baylor by 11
Pittsburgh over West Virginia by 15
Toledo over Northern Illinois by 14
Notre Dame over Georgia Tech by 16
Colorado over Oklahoma St. by 4
Slippery Rook over Clarion St. by 13

Catch

in

Don Nchlen said yesleiday.
BCi doesn't appeal to be
in top shape lot tomorrow's
battle, however. Stalling
miming hacks Dave Preston
and Dan Saleel are ailing
from various bumps and
biuises and aie doubtful
starters,
"WE DONT have any
healthy backs," Nchlen said.
"Dave (Preston) is just
hanged itfi ami Saleel hasn't
practiced all week."

Sophomores Jim Gause
and Marcus Johnson will be
ready to play should
Preston and Saleel not make
the starting call.
Nchlen indicated that he
may change punters, With
senior place-ktckei IXm
Taylor or freshman Joe
Guyei getting a chance to
replace sophomore Greg
Kampe.
"We're just not punting
well," Nehlcn said. "We
almost had two blocked last
week."
THE BG COACH cited
consistency as a Itecessar)
factor for a Falcon victory

tomorrow,
"The lasl two weeks we
haven't been as consistent as
we had to he." he said. "In
older for us lo beat Oil, we
belter execute with 11 guys
both offensively and

defensively,
"Our problem has been
that nine or 10 guys do a

Junior split end Dave Dudley (33) has his eyes on the ball and his
hands ready as he prepares to haul in a pass from quarterback
Mark Miller in last week's game against Ball State. (Newsphoto by
Lance Wynn)

great job on one play, but
one guy breaks down." he
added.
N e h1e n said O U
historically has a good
offensive team but he called
the Bobcat defense the best
ihey ever have had.
"Their down people are
extremely strong
physically," Nchlen said
"The guy playing over
(Steve) Studer is a
monster-he's awful strong."
The BG coach was
i c fening to OU middle
guard Rod Day, the team's
leading tackier with 101
total tackles, including 4')
solo stops. Day is listed at
6-4. 254 and should pose an
excellent challenge to
Studer, who anchors BG's
offensive line at center.

'Let go."

Falcon wingback Jeff Groth (23) attempts to break a tackle by Ball State's Tim
Ireland (92) in last week'sgame. Groth, a valuable performer while just a freshman,
will be set for action when the Falcons take on Ohio University tomorrow.
(Newsphoto by Lance Wynn)

Harriers in MA C title run
By Bill Estep
Eastern Michigan's cross
country squad is like a good
automobile fender - tough
to dent and nearly
impossible to break,.
But the Falcon harriers
will attempt to bicak the
two-year reign of the
Mid-American Conference
(MAC) champion llurons
tomorrow in the 30th
lunning of (he league
championships.
The six-mile race is
scheduled to begin at 11
a.m. and will be hosted by
Eastern Michigan University
(EMU).
The prognosl icators have
tabbed EMU as the favorite
in the 10-team field, but
stranger things than an
upset of the Hurons have
happened.
TAKE LAST spring's
MAC track and field title
chase, for instance. Eastern
entered that meet as the
overwhelming favorite to
outclass the field but Kent
State upset them in the final
day of competition.
The Falcons have the
horses, or legs if you prefer,
to capture their first loop
title since 1969, even
though the experts have
destined Kent, Ball State
and BG for a second place
battle.
Aided by the late season
surges of captain Tim
Zumbaugh and Gary
Desjardins and the
season-long consistency of
Dan Dunton and Gaiy
Little, the BG seven will

attempt to improve last
yeai's fourth place finish.
Freshmen Brent Beams
and Kevin Ryan and
sophomore Dan Cartledge
complete the BG contingent
entered for the race
ZUMBAUGH. WHO
missed (he season's first
three dual meets due to a
fool injury, has looked
more like the all-Ameiican
he was last season with each
passing meet. He became
BG's number one runner for
the first lime this year with
his seventh place finish in
last week's Central
Collegiate Conference
(CCC) championship meei.
Little, who missed last
week's CCC event with the
flu, is also back at full
strength and leady to race.

Bowling Green's coach Mel
Brodt thinks there arc
several factors that could
affect his squads finish.
A lot depends on how
the race develops." Brodt
said. "In a six-mile race we
must slay together at least
until the four mile mark. We
know that we have to stay
in groups of two and three
runners.
"IF YOU can get three
finishers in thetop 10 and
two in the high teens you'll
be in pretty good shape," he
explained. "The team in at
least two groups will score
well."
The veteran mentor said
that as far as the University
•ind athletic department is
concerned, the conference
meet is the most important

one of the season bul is not
the team's ultimate goal.
"Making ihe nationals
(NCAA championships) as a
team is the ultimate goal."
Brodl said, "but most are
concerned with what you
do in the conference."
Brodl. who said that it
will take a score of 45 to 50
points to win the meet, said
he doesn't consider BG a
favorite to win the team
title.
"Kent and Ball Slate arc
major threats and learns like
ourselves. Central Michigan
and Western Michigan aren't
bad teams and should move
up."
Eastern. Ball State. Kent
and BG all recorded the best
league dual records this fall.
each having onlv one defeat.
BALL STATE'S lone

blemish on us 5-1 record
was to EMU, Kent's only
loss in six duals was to
eastern ppwei Penn State
and ihe Falcons only
setback in a 5-1 season was
to Kent in the season
opener.
In addition, although
Miami carries an
unimpressive 4-7 dual
record Into the league run.
the Redskins whipped
Michigan Stale Saturday ihe same Spartan team that
beat Eastern two weeks ago.
Even though three-time
individual champion
Gordon Minty graduated,
ihe Hurons return with a
wealth of talent. Nick Ellis
and Dave Smith, who last
year finished sixth and
seventh respectively lead the
way.

Michigan ready for Purdue
ANN ARBOR. Mich (AP) -- Last week's scare at
Minnesota is going to help Michigan's football team
tomorrow against Purdue and thereafter, coach Bo
Schembechler says.
"In the long run it'll be beneficial because we know now
that any game we'll go in from now on will be a dogfight."
he said.
A crowd of 90.000 is expected for the game against the
Boilermakers -- sixth-ranked Michigan's last home opponent
before the regular season-ender Nov. 22 against Ohio State.
Michigan will be after its 41st consecutive undefeated
home game.
WHILE THE Wolverines were just getting by Minnesota.
28-21. Saturday. Purdue was upending Michigan State,
20-10. The last time Purdue swept both Michigan's Big Ten
teams was in 1962.
The Wolverines have beaten the Boilermakers six straight
times.
"They have really improved," Schembechler said. "Their

offense runs the ball more and with authority. They had
turned the ball over a lot."
Purdue has a 2-3 conference record and is 2-6 overall.
The losses were to Northwestern 31-25, Notre Dame 17-0^
Southern Cal 19-6. Miami of Ohio 14-3. Wisconsin 17-14
and Ohio State 35-6. The Boilermakers other triumph
besides over MSU was 26-24 over Illinois.
MICHIGAN IS undefeated ineight games, but tied
nonconference foes Stanford and Baylor.
The Wolverines haven't thrown much, as usual, but
Schembechler said this week: "We spend as much time on
passing in paractice as a passing team - believe it or not "
But with runners like Gordon Bell - who leads the league
with a 141-yard a game average -- and Bob Lytle. Michigan
hasn't needed to throw much.
If freshman quarterback Rick Leach does decide lo pass
he's got one of the best receivers in the nation in junior Jim
Smith, who broke his nose against the Gophers but is
expected to be ready.
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